KUWAIT CITY, March 8: Warba Bank, the second largest in the State of Kuwait, held the second monthly Al Sunbula draw on March 31 for clients offering minimum deposits of KD 1,000. The bank said that the draw was anticipated by clients and a few winners were announced during a ceremony attended by the bank's board of directors, the bank's employees, and journalists, under the supervision of the KIB's Communications Unit at the bank.

Three winners were announced for every month of the draw and three winners were announced from the end of the draw. The bank's Communications Unit at the bank said that the draw is planned to continue for all months of the year. The prizes will stand the importance of connecting to Warba Bank. Any individual who meets the required criteria and conditions can open Al Sunbula draw accounts and can enter the monthly and end-of-the-month draws with the fund at any rate of the bank's different branches, the bank said. WARBA BANK's efforts to enhance the service provision and digital facilities and test as per Al Sayer Medical strategy to find digital platforms through partnership and representation with other medical centers in Kuwait were held.
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